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style are the Church of San Ambroglio,
Milan; the Abbey of Yezelay in Central
France, and the cathedrals at Speyer and
Worms and along the Rhine border.
Gothic Architecture. This term is applied
to the various styles of pointed architecture
prevalent in western Europe from the mid-
dle of the twelfth century to the revival of
classic architecture in the sixteenth. The
style grew out of the attempts on the part of
the architects of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries to perfect a system of vaulting.
The Gothic type made use of the pointed or
ribbed groin-vault, which substituted a more
nearly vertical pressure than had been ex-
erted in any of the forms used up to this
time, and thus allowed the supporting piers
to be made smaller, leaving large spaces for
the windows. The chief characteristics of
Gothic architecture are the predominance of
the pointed arch and the subserviency and
subordination of all the other parts to this
chief feature; the tendency through the
whole composition to the predominance and
prolongation of vertical lines by the use of
large windows filled with costly stained
glass; the absence of the column and entab-
lature of classic architecture; the absence of
square edges and rectangular surfaces and
the substitution of clustered shafts and con-
trasted surfaces. This style orignated in
France and spread very rapidly to England,
Germany, Italy, Spain and the Scandinavian
countries.
It is in the cathedrals and churches that
we find the highest development of Gothic
architecture. The cathedral of Cologne,
Kotre Dame at Paris, and the cathedrals at
Amiens and Kheims, (they were bombarded
by the Germans) furnished excellent ex-
amples of this style of architecture. In the
rich decoration, the characteristic feature is
the recourse to models of nature, animals
and flowers of every variety being used. No
other art has so beautifully reproduced flow-
ers and foliage in stone. The several periods
of Gothic architecture are clearly marked by
the form and general treatment of the win-
dows (see cathedral; wikdow).
• Renaissance Architecture. The Gothic
style was introduced into Italy, but it was
never thoroughly naturalized. The Renais-
sance style soon superseded it. This was a
revival of the classic style, based on the study
of the ancient models, which commenced in
Florence about the beginning of the fifteenth
 century, spread with great rapidity over
Italy and Europe. The famous architects of
the early period are Brunelleschi, Alberti,
Bramante, Michaelangelo, Raphael, and San
Gallo. Noted examples are the Pitti Palace
at Florence, and Saint Peter's at Rome.
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world, located at Paris. It -was begun by
Kapoleon in 1806 to commemorate his vic-
tories. The whole strtxeture is 160 feet high

